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we recognize our own role in reconciliation and that the

Kambo Energy Group is a social enterprise
that designs and delivers turn-key energy
solutions for Indigenous and diverse, hardto-reach communities on behalf of utilities,
governments, and other partners.
Launched in 2009, Kambo was developed to address equity gaps in the energy
efficiency market. Historically, traditional Demand Side Management (DSM)
programming has seen little participation from people with low-to-moderate
incomes, diverse multicultural communities, Indigenous peoples, and other
underprioritized groups.
Kambo’s programs and services work to address these gaps. Our philosophy
is to design equitable and accessible programming that overcomes the unique
systemic barriers faced by diverse populations – this approach has led to
programs that outperform traditional mainstream programs which typically have
a one-size-fits-all approach.
Kambo provides recommendations and support to the industry based on the
work and experience of our two programs: Community Power, which works
alongside remote Indigenous communities to co-develop and implement custom
energy and housing management solutions, and Empower Me®, a multi-award
-winning program which designs and delivers equity-based energy efficiency
programming to help lower-income Canadians, newcomers, immigrants, and
racialized Canadians access and understand energy literacy and systems, the
environmental and economic effects of their energy use, and take advantage of
available rebates and incentives that benefit them.

Reep Green Solutions is an environmental charity that
has been helping people live sustainably for 20 years. Our
programs help people reduce their environmental impact
and adapt to climate change by addressing home energy
efficiency, healthy yards, water conservation and waste reduction. We co-lead
the climate action strategy for Waterloo Region in collaboration with Sustainable
Waterloo Region.
At Reep Green Solutions, we recognize that this decade is a crucial time for
climate action. To support the global momentum, our goal is to help people take
10,000 meaningful actions by 2030 that will collectively shift our community to
a resilient, low carbon future. We believe that by acting today, we can leave our
children a community that is more resilient, vibrant, caring and sustainable.
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INTRODUCTION
Climate equity means working toward the just

Development of this report combined Kambo’s

distribution of climate action benefits, and alleviating

10 years of experience designing and delivering

unequal burdens created or worsened by climate change.

efficiency programming to underprioritized communities

Reep Green Solutions asked Kambo Energy Group
to analyze potential equity impacts of an efficiency
financing program in Waterloo Region and offer
recommendations that ensure Low and Moderate
Income (LMI) households are protected and included in
the program appropriately.
Financing programs offer low interest loans to
homeowners to undertake specific energy efficiency
upgrades in their homes. They are an important tool for

and interviews with Waterloo Region community groups
and local stakeholders to develop insights into climate
equity in Waterloo region and recommendations for
future programs.
Stakeholders and community groups consulted included:
• Wellbeing Waterloo Region
• Woolwich Community Services
• Kinbridge Community Association

achieving our climate goals through residential home

• KW Urban Native Wigwam Project

retrofits by reducing greenhouse gasses, household

• Kitchener-Waterloo Multicultural Centre

energy costs, and energy use. Yet while LMI households
are in some ways the most appropriate candidates due
to higher bills and more inefficient housing, the barriers

• 50 by 2030 Waterloo Region members
• The Working Centre

and risks of their participation are numerous.

• Social Development Centre Waterloo Region

In February 2022, Kambo developed a comprehensive

Through our community engagement efforts Kambo

report for Reep Green Solutions to include as part

identified the barriers and risks LMI and vulnerable

of their work in developing a financing program with

households in Waterloo Region can encounter when

funding from the Federation of Canadian Municipalities.

participating in financing programs.

Together, Kambo and Reep have developed this
abridged version of the report to offer the region
and efficiency sector insights into the equity based
recommendations.
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AN EQUITABLE
APPROACH TO
EFFICIENCY
FINANCING
PROGRAMS
Kambo considers the following pillars when evaluating how
an equitable financing program can appropriately protect and
include LMI households. The following framework is used to
guide recommendations.
• Increased debt is not appropriate for all households. Due to
financial circumstances, some households should not participate
in a financing program that increases their household debt.
Equitably designed programs ensure participants receive the
appropriate support they need, rather than simply offering the
same support or program to everyone.
• Reducing bills is critical for LMI households and those in energy
poverty. The goal for these households should be ensuring
their participation results in a cash flow positive position (as
opposed to cash flow neutral).
• LMI households have little discretionary spending. Program
processes should consider the short-term cash flow impact to
lower income participants.
• LMI households have lower tolerance for financial risk, and
therefore have more to lose if the energy savings promised
through the upgrades are not realized.
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• Loan defaults are an important indicator to offer

• Wherever possible, programs should consider

insight into the financial risk for the lender but are

how to reduce the financial risk for participants.

a lagging indicator of the financial impact to the

When considering lower income participants, the

household. Default rates should not be considered

majority of financing programs consider mechanisms

an indicator of equity. Unsustainable payment terms

of how to reduce the risk to lenders of including

can drive households to suffer a series of household

lower income households (ex. a loan loss reserve).

hardships before defaulting or going into arrears (ex.

Programs must also consider how to reduce the

forgoing household expenses, defaulting on other

financial risk for participants.

household bills, utilizing high interest loan services
like payday loans).

Four principles of an equitable
financing program:
1) Consumer protections: Develop
processes and a program design to
ensure that stakeholders can have
confidence that participants in the
program can afford the loan
2) Late and non-payment processes:
Ensure all stakeholders are aware of

Consumer
Protections

Equity
Based
KPIs

and comfortable with processes for late
and non-payment
3) Reduce financial risk: Embed
protections and processes to reduce
financial risk to participants
4) Equity-based KPI’s: Develop
appropriate equity-based KPIs to
ensure program is equitable in practice
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Reduce
Financial Risk
for Participants

Clearly
Defined Default
and Late Payment
Processes

ENERGY POVERTY
Energy poverty is the experience of a household that struggles to afford to adequately heat or cool their home.
One way to measure energy poverty is to consider households who spend more than double the national average
of the percentage of their income on their energy costs.
Data below was developed in 2021 by Allison Ashcroft and Saeideh Hejazi based on data sets from
Statistics Canada and the 2016 Census.

Waterloo Region* Data
Percentage of
income spent on
energy

Number of
households

Energy bill compared
with average

Income compared
with average

(average = $2,491/yr)

(average = $86,128/yr)

Percentage
who own their
own home

2X national average

32,010

35% higher ($3,390/yr)

57% lower ($37,439/yr)

70%

More than 3X
national average

11,930

53% higher ($3,808/yr)

73% lower ($23,658/yr)

62%

More than 5X
national average

6,060

61% higher ($4,001/yr)

82% lower ($15,840/yr)

53%

*Waterloo Region consists of the Cities of Cambridge, Kitchener and Waterloo and the Townships of North Dumfries, Wilmot, Wellesley, and Woolwich.

Impact of energy poverty
Households that experience energy poverty often make

In addition to these important health effects,

compromises in health, comfort, and conveniences

households that struggle with paying their energy

that other people take for granted. Many of those who

bills may experience disconnection from utility

experience energy poverty keep their homes at lower

services – resulting in periods of time without access

temperatures – compromising their thermal comfort and

to essential energy services such as heating, hot

their health. Living in colder homes has documented

water, or refrigeration. Furthermore, households that

health effects, particularly for children and infants.

experience disconnections are often subject to late

Studies demonstrate higher rates of respiratory problems

fees, as well as reconnection fees, that further increase

for children, as well as lower weight gain and more

the burden of energy bills for them. These compromises

susceptibility to illness for infants that live in energy

in health, comfort, and convenience, paired with the

poverty (Frank et al., 2006; Howden-Chapman et al.,

constant pressures of paying energy bills that they find

2008, Liddell and Morris, 2010). Adults in energy poverty

unaffordable, make energy poverty a pressing problem

typically report higher stress and worse mental health

for many Waterloo Region households – one from

(Green and Gilbertson, 2004), which is unsurprising given

which there is little relief.

the stress associated with higher bill burdens.

Liddell, Christine & Morris, Chris. (2010). Fuel poverty and human health: A review of recent evidence. Energy Policy. 38. 2987-2997. 10.1016/j.enpol.2010.01.037.
Howden-Chapman P, Pierse N, Nicholls S, Gillespie-Bennett J, Viggers H, Cunningham M et al. Effects of improved home heating on asthma in community
dwelling children: randomised controlled trial BMJ 2008; 337 :a1411 doi:10.1136/bmj.a1411
Liddell, Christine and Morris, Chris, (2010), Fuel poverty and human health: A review of recent evidence, Energy Policy, 38, issue 6, p. 2987-2997.
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BENEFITS OF ENERGY
EFFICIENCY IN LMI
HOUSEHOLDS
Energy poverty can be addressed through policies and

Benefits of energy efficiency upgrades for

programming that consider the intersecting variables of

these households include:

income, energy prices, and energy consumption. While
decreasing consumption is not the only way to reduce
energy poverty, it is an important piece of the puzzle.
Properly identified energy efficiency measures that

1. Reduced bills and therefore increased affordability
2. Lower risk and impact of rising energy costs
3. Improved safety, comfort, and health

provide the best savings for minimum cost are an

Societal benefits of energy efficiency upgrades for these

equitable and economic approach to alleviating energy

households include:

poverty and reducing GHG emissions for many families
struggling to pay their bills.

1. Reduced energy consumption (GHG savings) to
achieve climate goals
2. Increased economic impact of reducing costs in LMI
homes compared with higher earning households1

1
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A survey of academic literature suggests that fiscal stimulus (i.e. tax cuts or direct financial transfers) targeted at the bottom half of the income distribution
generates 2-3 times the level of consumer spending compared to more universal stimulus.

FINANCING
PROGRAMS
Efficiency financing programs create
opportunities for households to access low
interest capital for the purpose of undertaking
energy efficiency retrofits. These programs are
designed to help home and building owners
and occupants overcome the upfront cost
of energy efficiency upgrades and typically
require EnerGuide audits before and after the
upgrades to confirm energy reductions. While
all programs are designed to lend capital to the
resident, repayment mechanisms and credit
enhancements vary across programs.
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BARRIERS THAT PREVENT
LMI HOUSEHOLDS FROM
PARTICIPATING IN
FINANCING PROGRAMS
The following barriers are highlighted that prevent many

financially prudent decisions such as investing

LMI households from participating in financing programs.

in upgrades now for future savings.

Cash is king
LMI households have little ability to absorb changes

Debt is not considered
a financial tool

in short term cash flow. Programs that require an

For households without financial privilege, debt is

upfront cash disbursement may be out of reach for
these households.
While the business case for energy efficiency projects
may be positive, when households are living paycheque
to paycheque many don’t have the capital available to
cover the upfront costs required to participate. This is
an important consideration, especially for programming
that focuses on a positive return on investment as a
point of motivation.
For example, an interviewee told us “While purchasing
toilet paper at Costco may be $3/roll cheaper than
purchasing at Safeway, you need to have the financial
ability to purchase 20 rolls at once as opposed to
just four. You know it’s cheaper to buy at Costco, but
you can’t afford to.” Households that are struggling
financially do not always have the privilege of making
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viewed as something to avoid and only to be used
in emergency circumstances for immediate, high
priority needs.

“When you have got two pennies
to rub together, you’re not going
out to buy a lightbulb… You’re
only buying the lightbulb when
it burns out, and when the other
one burns out, and when the
other one burns out.”
(Key Stakeholder Interview, September 20, 2021).
Unlike in higher earning households, for households
who are living paycheque to paycheque, debt is to be
avoided and not considered a ‘financial tool’ to use for

long term needs. LMI households are less likely to take
on debt to address energy efficiency improvements –
unless they are critical or immediate needs such as a
broken furnace or window.

Split incentives for renters
With a large population of LMI households renting,
the inherent result of splitting incentives between
renters and landlords is an important consideration
for financing programs. Landlords who do not pay for
the energy bill have little incentive to pay to upgrade
suites where their tenants will receive the benefits,
leaving renters who pay the utility bills with little
ability to significantly reduce the amount of energy
their homes consume.

Distrust and lack of diversity
Many households do not trust and are wary of
government programs and offers that are seen as ‘too
good to be true’. Concerns about information and data
sharing between government departments abound.
As one respondent described it, there is a sense of

trust in the system, having immigrated from countries
with a history of corruption.
In addition, lack of diversity in program design,
outreach, and communications teams often means that
most interactions for customers are with people who
do not have the cultural context, language, trust or
understanding of many in this community.

uncertainty and “fear”, particularly with seniors and

Inaccessibility

immigrants, to engage with some programs that are

Program processes are traditionally not designed

offered by government or government-perceived

for easy access. Materials are in English only and

bodies. This is because of the perceived complexity

assume a level of understanding of how house

and consequences of doing something wrong, such as

structure impacts energy costs and forms and program

entering incorrect information or providing personal

support are complex and difficult to navigate. Many

documents. This “fear”, according to the respondent,

government-funded programs are self-directed and

emerges from systems that are disconnected from the

accessible only on the internet. This poses both access

users themselves. That is, many may not have a level of

and user-based challenges.
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“When you are dealing with
people that need …[bill] credits
[and] need government support,
guess what, they don’t usually
have great access to technology
or the internet. … In some cases,
they have a phone … Having
access to a computer and
internet when you are still going
to the food bank every week to
buy your food is not a necessity.
There were workarounds, until
COVID-19 hit, right, when
public libraries were closed. If
people talk about closing public
libraries, it is a huge impact to
this community because that
is what they use either for their
computer, or if they have a
computer, they go to all the free
Wi-Fi spots to log in.”

Housing conditions are
too poor
As mentioned, households with lower income have the
most to gain from efficiency programs. With homes that
are in poorer condition than the general population, the
potential for savings (and GHG reductions) is great.
10,105 households (5%) in Waterloo Region need
major repairs1 – 52% are homeowners, and 43% are
renters (4,290). Of these renters, 37% have incomes
lower than the LIM-AT2 (low-income measure after tax).
Even though these homes are in greater need,
many programs cannot support the construction
upgrades required to enable energy savings measures.
Programs without the flexibility to adapt and cope
with a range of housing types and necessary repairs
can ironically prevent those who have the most to
gain from participating.

(Key Stakeholder Interview #2 [Waterloo Region],
September 13, 2021).
1

Waterloo Region energy poverty dashboard – the ‘major repairs needed’ category from Statistics Canada includes dwellings needing major repairs such as
dwellings with defective plumbing or electrical wiring, and dwellings needing structural repairs to walls, floors or ceilings.

2

The LIM is a fixed percentage (50%) of median adjusted household income, where “adjusted” indicates that household needs are taken into account. The LIM
indicates the income threshold substantially below what is typical in society.
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RISKS FOR LMI HOUSEHOLDS
PARTICIPATING IN FINANCING
PROGRAMS
While the preceding barriers can prevent households

payments on a loan. Depending on the structure of

from applying, the following risks should be considered

the program and whether the loan is secured or not,

for LMI households who do participate in the program:

the loan amount may be factored into future credit

Struggling to repay the loan
Due to financial constraints, LMI households may be at
greater risk of being late or unable to make payments.
Households that struggle to make loan payments will
suffer a series of household hardships before defaulting
or making late payments. These may include falling
behind on other bills, trade-offs of household essentials
such as food/childcare/extra curriculars and using
financial services like payday loans to try and ‘catch
up.’ Households that cannot make payments will need
to absorb the impact and penalty for late payment or
default. Depending on final program design the impacts
can range from increased fees to lower credit ratings,
collections agencies, power shutoffs, liens, etc.

Financial impact to a
household’s ability to take
on future debt

decisions for the household by other lenders.
LMI households have a smaller amount of money
they can borrow before their debt service ratio is
maximized than higher-earning households. The amount
borrowed through an efficiency financing program may
be considered by other lenders when calculating the
household’s debt to service ratio, which may result in
the household’s inability to borrow capital for future
expenses such as a car loan or result in future loans that
have higher interest rates.

Energy savings measures
not realizing the anticipated
savings
One of the significant challenges for lower income
participants in financing programs is that the savings
associated with the upgrades are not guaranteed and
often overstated.

A debt service ratio is often used by lenders to

The risk associated with not achieving the anticipated

determine if a household has the capacity to make

savings rests solely on the customer and as a result,
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if the utility bill savings are less than the new debt
payments, households face a worse cash position than
pre-participation. In addition, there is often no provision
for increased energy prices.

Poor quality workmanship
and taking on loans for
unnecessary upgrades

in “gentrifying”

Understandably, lowest price is often the deciding

property and the

factor for LMI households when it comes to selecting

risk of the eviction of

contractors to do work in their homes. As such, these

lower-income renters.

families can be more vulnerable to lower quality

For renters who pay their

contractors and at risk of poor-quality work which

own bills and are in energy

results in lower energy savings, lower levels of comfort

poverty, the challenges are great.

and less benefits than anticipated. Additionally, LMI

Many interviews pointed to renters

households can be more vulnerable to contractors or

wanting to ‘keep their head down and

program administrators who try to sell upgrades that

not complain’ to their landlord for fear of

are either not needed or will not provide significant

jeopardizing their housing.

comfort or cost benefits. The impact of this is a greater
loan amount than is needed and the associated greater
risks of the loan.

Renters and evictions
Renovictions are an important risk to consider when

Many interviewees stressed caution in the impact
upgrades might have in rising rents. Interviewees
worried that enabling landlords to improve suites
might also provide opportunity for rents to increase
as a result.

encouraging landlords to upgrade their homes.

Any loan program that attempts to increase

Interviewees stressed the precarious nature of peoples’

participation directly or indirectly by lower-income

housing, and the potential detrimental effects that

households must be attentive to the unanticipated

energy efficiency improvements can have, particularly

effects of these investments.
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AN EQUITABLE EFFICIENCY
FINANCING PROGRAM
Equitable financing programs should consider

funds upfront to proceed with work. These

the following four recommendations as pillars

should ONLY be used in combination with

during design:

strong consumer protections.

Consumer Protections

Equity-based Key Performance
Indicators (KPIs)

Financing programs should only accept
participants who can afford a loan. With strong

Any program that is grounded in equity should

consumer protections and underwriting criteria

include KPIs that reflect this and ensure equity

all stakeholders can be confident that participants

goals are realized. KPIs that focus on measuring

are appropriate.

the equitable participation of participants will

Clearly defined late and default
processes

provide stakeholders with data to use to adjust
program terms, conditions, processes as needed.

All stakeholders should be aware of and
comfortable with the consequences of late and
non-payments. These should be determined as
part of the initial program design to ensure the
overall risk to participants can be assessed and
agreed upon.

Reducing financial risk for
participants

Consumer
Protections

Equity
Based
KPIs

Clearly
Defined Default
and Late Payment
Processes

While all participants should be vetted through
consumer protections to ensure they can repay
loans, the program could also offer extra levels
of support to mitigate tight cash flows for
participants. This is an ‘icing on the cake’ way to
support participants who are financially able to
afford the loan but unable to outlay sufficient

Reduce
Financial Risk
for Participants
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RECOMMENDATIONS
As Waterloo Region works to create an equitable

aware of and can accept the risks associated with a

financing program that mitigates the barriers and risks

participant who is either in arrears or unable to pay.

for LMI households, we recommend the following:

Ensure strong consumer
protections that guard
households not in the
target market
By clearly defining the target market of a financing
program, we create boundaries and barriers to ensure
the program does not lend money to households who
cannot afford the repayment terms. The target market
should be defined with minimum financial measures and

As discussed earlier, while non-payment and arrears are
often the last option for participants (because of the
negative impact that will result), we must have a strong
understanding of the customer journey if participants
are unable to make payments.
Understanding the impact of non-payment or late
payment (such as collections agencies, garnished wages,
liens on properties) will allow program staff and other
stakeholders to consider how to mitigate these risks
and whether these risks are acceptable.

than $X to participate), we recommend a greater

Redistribute the financial
risk for LMI households in
combination with consumer
protections

analysis of a household’s total financial expenditures to

One way an efficiency financing program can consider

determine whether they are an appropriate candidate

equity is to build in processes that aim to reduce

for the program.

the financial risk for lower income households

stress tests that take into consideration a household’s
ability to take on additional payments. While some
programs may define the target market strictly by
income (ex. households should have an income greater

This ‘good lending’ approach will ensure participants
have the financial ability to repay loans and create
safeguards to protect both the client and the lender.

Outline the customer
journey for participants
who have non-payment
or late payments
The customer journey must be clearly articulated during
program design to ensure all program stakeholders are
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that participate. In this way, personal risk for these
households is closer to the personal risk of higherearning participating households. Consider tools such
as lower interest rates, linking monthly loan payments
to actual bill savings, and/or providing subsidies to
reduce the cost of upgrades and therefore the size
of the loan. These tools can reduce financial risk by
reducing the loan amount for LMI households that is
considered as part of the underwriting process.

Ensure upgrades that
prioritize affordability
and comfort are selected
For LMI households particularly, upgrades should be
selected that maximize reduction in consumption and
increased comfort, taking into account the budget of
the household. Program processes, marketing materials,
contractors, and administration policies should all be
designed to ensure participants can make decisions
on upgrades that maximize their savings and comfort
within their specific budget.

Maximize the likelihood
that anticipated savings
are achieved through
resident energy literacy
and education
Ensuring households who participate in a financing

included and motivated appropriately, will be strong
drivers of program participation.
A reliable and trusted contractor network will also
mitigate the risk of less scrupulous contractors
suggesting work that is unnecessary and not a priority.
Ensuring homeowners are working with experienced
and reliable contractors mitigates the risk of poorquality work – which can lead to expanded project
expenses at worst and lower savings than anticipated
at best.

Design programs to remove
barriers
In addition to the mechanics of program design,
consideration should be made to ensure outreach,
communications, and marketing of the program address
barriers in the market.
a. Ensure program outreach is delivered in a trusted

program also understand how their own actions

community-driven format, in multiple languages by

can further reduce energy costs will further reduce

community members

consumption and GHGs in the program and is a
mitigation strategy for unexpected cold winters or
hot summers that increase energy usage and reduce
expected savings.
Education and support should be provided in multiple
languages, be delivered by trusted community peers,
offer holistic programming and support, and offered
long term to establish trust in the community.

b. Design communications that educate the market and
build awareness of the benefits of upgrades
c. Create program processes that are easy to
understand and use

Ensure renter protections
for landlord participants
With 64,355 renter households in Waterloo Region

Develop a reliable and
trusted contractor network

(20,945 of those with incomes below the LIM-AT

A reliable and trusted contractor network is critical

in 2018, a financing program must consider how it

for any efficiency program’s success. Contractors are

might inadvertently impact the uptick of ‘renovictions’

important influencers in the marketplace and when

in the region.

threshold) and a vacancy rate of 2.1% (2020, Canadian
Mortgage and Housing Corporation) down from 2.8%
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Develop Key
Performance
Indicators (KPIs)
and indicators to
measure equity
and impact of
the program
Measuring and evaluation of
a program provide important
indicators of program success. In
addition to measuring standard
program indicators, considerations

CONCLUSION
AND NEXT STEPS
As financing programs are rolled out in Waterloo Region, the
consideration of equity and impact to LMI households is a key
factor to ensure the region can achieve its climate goals without
putting undue stress on households that have the most to lose.
A strong, customer-focused program design that considers the
risks and impacts of program policies and processes can ensure
it delivers benefits to participants and protects those who could
be negatively impacted.

should be made to include

Kambo looks forward to continuing to support this process with

indicators that demonstrate how

stakeholders of this program and others. In terms of next steps,

equitably the program is reaching

we recommend the following:

and supporting citizens.
While these important
recommendations provide a
guideline for how a financing
program can include and protect
LMI households, consideration of
equity and impact to households
should be reviewed throughout
the program.
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1. Consideration of how recommendations can be incorporated
into program design
2. A further breakdown of the energy poverty dashboard by
City and Township
3. Development of equity indicators and KPIs that ensure
program goals are measured and tracked
4. An analysis of risks to all stakeholders (utilities, municipalities,
contractors, participants) and the development of
appropriate mitigation strategies.
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